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January

• Russian businesses sup-
port WWF’s international
«e55 – Businesses for
Climate» initiative. The initia-
tive is signed by the compa-
nies RESO Garantia and
DEK.

May 

• WWF begins its first con-
servation projects in the
North Caucasus

• Russia joins the
Stockholm Convention on
Persistent Organic
Pollutants.

September

• The leader of the Russian
timber producing industry Ilim
Pulp joins the Association of
Environmentally Responsible
Timber Producers of Russia
organized under aegis of
WWF

December

• WWF Russia delivers the
report «Suggestions for
Improvement of the Federal
Service for Ecological Safety
and Environmental
Protection of the Russian
Federation» to Russian
President Vladimir Putin.

June

• HRH Prince Bernhard of
the Netherlands, one of the
founders of WWF, awards
the governor of the Amur
region the certificate of
«Earth Keeper» for his com-
mitment to create protected
areas with a total territory of
1.4 million hectares.

July

• WWF publishes the
Analytical Report on
Russian-Japanese Timber
Trade.

August

• WWF takes part in prepa-
rations for President Vladimir
Putin’s visit to the Far East
Marine Zapovednik.

• WWF participates in the
Global Summit for
Sustainable Development in
Johannesburg.

February

• WWF begins a campaign
against illegal logging and
criminal trade of Russian tim-
ber.

March 

• Principles and criteria of
ecological responsibility for
the trade of Russian timber
are developed and agreed
upon.

• The Hotline for members
of WWF is established at
(095) 995-0000.

April

• WWF begins a campaign
«Go for Kyoto» to speed up
ratification of the Kyoto cli-
mate treaty

• The first large-scale proj-
ect for widening the network
of WWF Russia’s members
takes place.

2002

November

• WWF transports seven
European bison from
Switzerland for release into
the wild. The programme to
re-establish the population of
bison in central Russia con-
tinues.

October

• WWF gets involved in the
popular television show
Survivor-2 and acquires new
members thanks to adver-
tisements placed free-of-
charge on the First Channel
television network.
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Dear friends,

I would like to say a few words about
important recent events for WWF
Russia happened in the year 2002.
First and foremost, I note the support
we have received from thousands of
fellow citizens for our work in protect-
ing the environment.  For us that is
very important.  Today we feel a new
and special responsibility to our sup-
porters to ensure the success of what
we have started.

In 2002, we succeeded in establishing
a constructive dialogue with business,
first of all with large businesses. The
ranks of the Association of
Environmentally Responsible Timber
Producers of Russia grew.  Now not
only relatively small, dynamic compa-
nies are members but also business
giants like Ilim Pulp, which produces
half the cellulose in Russia. Support for
the Kyoto climate treaty from the
Russian Union of Oil and Gas
Industrialists took the wind out of the
sails of opponents of this important
agreement.  Demands made by us, in
concern with our partners in the nature
conservation movement, to large oil
companies working on the shelf of
Sakhalin Island led to a new round of
discussions at the level of general
directors.  

Unfortunately, improvements in the
government’s nature conservation sys-
tem have not taken place.  As before,
responsibility for protecting nature
remains within the capacity of the
Ministry of Natural Resources of
Russia. The ecological situation mean-
while continues to deteriorate.  Against
a background of consistently slowing
economic growth, pollution of the envi-
ronment is increasing. The number of
ecological audits has begun decreas-
ing geometrically (in 2000 – 160,000
audits, in 2001 – 80,000 and in 2002 –
40,000).  Despite all our efforts, in

2002, as in 2001, not one reserve or
national park was created (the last time
that happened was in 1981).  However,
here too we notice changes.  In
December, our colleague Svyatoslav
Zabelin personally delivered WWF’s
analysis of the situation and sugges-
tions for reforming the governmental
management system for nature con-
servation to President Vladimir Putin.

Thanks to all those who have joined us
and supported us with donations,
words and good will.  WWF is becom-
ing a truly national Russian organiza-
tion and this is a victory for us all.

Together we are a great force and I
believe in the success of our common
cause, the cause of protecting Russia’s
environment!

Sincerely,

Igor Chestin
Director of WWF Russia
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WWF is one of the world's largest and most effective
independent organizations dedicated to the conserva-
tion of nature. Its mission is to stop, and eventually reverse,
the damage to the planet's natural environment and build a
future in which humans live in harmony with nature.
Conserving the world's biological diversity, making sure the use of renew-
able natural resources is sustainable in the long term, and promoting the
reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption are the paths WWF is tak-
ing to achieve this ambitious goal. Today, the organization operates in
more than 90 countries, supported by nearly five million people worldwide.
Its initials and famous panda logo have become a powerful rallying point
for those who care about the future of the planet and want to help shape it
in a positive way.

WWF runs more than 1,200 on-the-ground projects around the world in
any year and spends annually US$260 million on its global conservation
work.
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School boys with teacher studying WWF educational material. Madagascar 

- WWF's wake-up call to world leaders in the South African city of Johannesburg (World Summit on Sustai
Development) urging them to take decisive action in order to guarantee both people and the planet a secur
Johannesburg, South Africa
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WWF project staff leaving on a whale watching trip. Monte Carlo harbour, Monaco 
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Demonstration against dam to be built on the Loire River. Serre de la Fare - Le Puy, France
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WWF volunteers help cleanse sea birds of oil after the crash of the tanker Prestige in Spain
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WWF IN RUSSIA

The Major Programmes of WWF Russia

The Forest Programme – conservation of biological diversity of Russian
forests by switching to systems of their sustainable management and pro-
tection.

The Marine Programme – sustainable use of marine resources and pro-
tection of marine plant and animal life.

The Climate Change Programme – adaptation to climate change con-
sequences and reducing of global warming.

WWF’s work is guided by its wildlife management strategy, which defines
WWF’s priorities over a five year period.

Map of WWF Russia projects. The ecoregions are coloured.

WWF works worldwide on areas known as the «Global 200 Ecoreg
which contain the best part of the world’s remaining biological diversit
which must be protected if we are to leave a living planet for future 
ations. There are 19 such ecoregions in Russia and Central Asia. The
important of them are the Far East, Altai-Sayan and the Caucasus.

The WWF’s first projects in Russia began as early as 1988 and in 1994 the
Russian Programme office opened its doors. Since then, WWF has suc-
cessfully carried out more than 150 field projects in 40 regions of Russia
and invested over $20 million in biodiversity conservation programmes. 

The majority of WWF Russia’s field conservation projects are funded from
outside Russia, however, in 2002 WWF made a significant to attract fund-
ing from within the country. Today WWF has about 4000 individual mem-
bers in Russia and more than 20 companies have become members of the
WWF Corporate Club.
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Russian business supports WWF’s programmes – more than 20 companies have become members of the WWF
Russia’s Corporate Club

Friends of WWF in the Lenskiye Stolby Nature Park, Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)Work of an anti-poaching brigade, Russian Far East
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Roman Ribalkin, a participant in WWF’s programme «Plant your Forest for Life!» for reforestation in the Altai region



FORESTS

The threat to Russian forests
• Illegal logging in Russia makes up for 20%-30% of the overall vol

of timber harvested.

• Valuable stands of cedar and broadleaved, wild fruit and ches
forests are disappearing as a result of destructive logging in the
East and the Caucasus. Fewer and fewer highly productive fo
remain in the European part of Russian.

• Around 20 million hectares of forest land are not properly refores

• Two to three million hectares of forest burn down every year. 90
these forest fires are caused by people.

• Some one million hectares of forests are in unsatisfactory san
condition due to insects and diseases.

• Over 5 million hectares of forest are polluted with industrial 
radioactive waste.

WWF Russia’s Forest Programme
is a part of the global Forests for Life programme, which was develo
by WWF to conserve forests through protection, sustainable manage
and reforestation where necessary.

WWF Goals
• to develop systems of protected forest areas;

• to demonstrate sustainable management in model forests;

• to implement responsible ecological policies and work for internati
FSC certification of forest management for Russian timber produ

• to work to prevent illegal logging and criminal trade of timber;

• to support establishment of a modern, nation-wide forest policy.
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Saving Forests on
Protected Areas

One of the goals of WWF Russia’s
Forest Programme is to protect forests
of high conservation value. For this
reason, WWF supports the creation of
new protected forest areas. In 2002
with the active participation of WWF,
decisions were made on reserving land
for four new nature parks in
Bashkortostan and the creation of six
forest reserves in the Amur region. The
overall area of protected forest areas in
Russia will thus increase to over
900,000 hectares.

Model Forest – 
A Demonstration of
Sustainable Forest

Management

New approaches to forest manage-
ment are being developed in what are
known as WWF’s model forests of the
Pskov and Komi regions. At the pres-
ent time, productivity of commercial
forests in European Russia is decreas-
ing while flora and fauna in the wake of
logging operations is degrading. Model
forests demonstrate how to preserve
habitat areas for plants and animals,
maintain a highly productive forest and

keep a wide profit margin at the same
time.

The Pskov Model Forest
Economically sound normative forest
planning and management was devel-
oped for the first time in Russia in the
Pskov Model Forest. The norms define
the allowable volumes of logging and
rules for timber harvesting and reforesta-
tion that will allow for sustainable use over
the course of hundreds of years. In addi-
tion, profits from forest use should
increase eight to tenfold. There is also a

special nature conservation plan for for-
est management, developed and
approved by the public, for protection of
flora and fauna. 

The Priluzye Model Forest
New regulations for forest management
in northern European Russia plus new
regional legislation on sustainable forest
management were developed in 2002 in
the Priluzye Model Forest in Komi region.
Parts of the recommendations were
included in the ecological section of the
project Forest Policy of Russia prepared
by the Union of Timber Producers of
Russia. In September 2002 per an agree-
ment with the project’s donor the Swiss
Agency for Development and
Cooperation (SDC), WWF handed man-
agement of the Priluzye Model Forest
project over to the regional organization
Silver Taiga.

Towards
Environmentally

Responsible Timber
Business

Forest Certification as an
Indicator of Civilized Business
WWF supports implementation in
Russia a voluntary forest certification
system by principles of the Forest
Stewardship Council (FSC). This vol-
untary international certificate is a
guarantee that certified forest prod-
ucts, sold on world market, is obtained
without harm to forest ecosystems. 

The Fourth FSC Certificate in
Russia
Kovernino State Forest management
unit (leskhoz) of the Nizhny Novgorod
region became in 2002 the fourth hold-
er of the FSC certificate in Russia. The
purchaser of the unit’s certified timber
is the largest producer of newspaper-

grade paper in Russia – the Volga Pulp
and Paper Mill. More than 70% of
Volga’s production is sold internation-
ally where buyers inquire into the legal-
ity of the production process and wish
to buy certified paper. Certification of
Kovernino leskhoz is the first serious
step Russian pulp and paper mills have
taken towards responsible manage-
ment of timber production and forest
conservation in Russia.

Russian Standards of Forest
Certification
National guideline standards for
responsible forest management were
tested in October 2002 on the basis of

the company «Terneiles» o
Russian Far East. WWF and
German auditing company GFA 
System, with, for the first time, 
participation of the timber ind
conducted the approval proces
new guideline standards. The na
standards comply with internation
teria and will simplify the FSC ce
tion process and entrance to the
market for Russian timber prod
After making changes the stan
will be sent for the final approval 
Forest Stewardship Council.

Planting a new forest in the Pskov region
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A preserved piece of virgin forest in the Republic of Komi

Certification of the Kovernin State Forest management unit
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Terneiles timber company on the path to more responsible 
business practices



Association of Environmentally
Responsible Forest Companies
of Russia
The Association of Environmentally
Responsible Forest Companies of
Russia, created under aegis of WWF,
is in its second year of existence.
Corporate members of the Association
strive for long-term transparent forest
business practices based on responsi-
ble forest management. 
In 2002 WWF proposed principles for
partnership to members of the
Association. The proposal suggests
stricter rules for participation and a
yearly ecological examination of pro-
duction by independent experts. As a
result, a number of companies left the
Association. At the same time new
members appeared, among them Ilim
Pulp Enterprize, the leader of the
Russian timber producing industry.
Today the companies Volga,
Arkhangelsk Pulp and Paper Mill and
Altai Price Batch, which control more
than 30% of timber production and
export in Russia, became the members
of the Association. Some more compa-
nies are also due to join in the near
future.

Russian Timber Trade –
Principles of Responsibility
The principles of ecological responsibil-
ity for the trade of Russian timber were
approved by the largest ecological
organizations in Russia: WWF,
Greenpeace, IUCN, the Biodiversity
Conservation Centre and the Social-
Ecological Union. The principles were
developed with an eye towards
demands for environmental responsibil-
ity of western timber buyers as well as
realities of the Russian forest sector and
contain a step-wise approach improve-
ment of an ecological policy for compa-
nies. For example, monitoring logging
activities, such as investigating the
legality of harvested timber, should be
followed by more sophisticated checks
in line with the requirements of sustain-

able forest management. By meeting
the requirements for the international
FSC certificate, a company is consid-
ered to have achieved environmental
responsibility in the trade of timber.

The Forest Industry Forum:
Discussion of Reforms for the
Forest Sector
The Russia-wide Forest Industry
Forum opened in June of 2002 at the
initiative of WWF Russia, and the com-
pany Lesprom Industry Consulting, and
with the support of the agency
Mikhailov and Partners. The main goal
of the Forum is to engage large, as well
as medium and small, businesses in
discussions on reforming the forest
sector. Four information centres in
Moscow, St. Petersburg, Arkhangelsk
and Irkutsk have been enlisted to pro-
vide Forum participants information,
unite opinions and develop proposals
on the basis of received feedback for

reforming the industry. Information
about events related to reform of the
forest sector is available at
www.forum.lesprom.ru.

WWF and IKEA: A Partnership
for Developing Responsible
Forest Management
WWF Russia and the IKEA group have
combined forces for the development
of responsible forest management in
Russia. It is planned over the next
three years a series of activities to
address urgent problems of forest
management such as illegal logging,
destruction of protected forest areas
and so on. The projects will allow for
development of responsible forest
management on the federal level and
in important regions of Arkhangelsk,
Vologda, Irkutsk and Krasnoyarsk Krai.

Illegal Logging an
Timber Trade – a

Blow to Forests an
the Economy

WWF is raising awareness in the 
tries of the Asia-Pacific rim region 
need to solve the complex proble
illegal and unsustainable timber
vesting in the Russian Far East. A
of this campaign, in 2002 WWF
lished the Analytical Report on Ru
Japanese Timber Trade. Accord
the report, up to 30% of timber imp
into Japan was logged in serious 
tion of the rules and regulations fo
vesting. WWF experts compiled
published a rating of Far Eastern t
producing companies supplying J
with timber. WWF recommends
Japanese buyers refrain from b
timber from producers of the Ru
Far East that export illegal timber o
ber of questionable origins and tha
monitor the legal origins of importe
ber.
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Evaluation of forest quality by specialists of the IKEA Group 
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Information on reform of the forest sector at
www.forum.lesprom.ru

As a result of unsustainable forest management and illegal logging the valuable cedar, broadleaved forests of the Far East are d

6



Problems of Russian-Swedish
Timber Trade
Swedish timber producing companies
are well-known for their environmental-
ly responsible approach in forest busi-
ness. However, after analysis of the
Russian-Swedish timber trade, WWF
experts discovered the same unsettling
facts as occur in the case of Japan and
China: a large part (up to 35%) of tim-
ber is of questionable origins; there is
significant (reaching 15%) discrepancy

between the data of Swedish and
Russian customs on the amount and
structure of timber sold; and timber
trading business is largely non-trans-
parent. The ecological rating makes it
possible to distinguish those compa-
nies that try to conduct business legal-
ly. As a result of the work of WWF, a
number of leading exporters, for exam-
ple the company Thomesto, have intro-
duced ecological policies and improved
monitoring of the origins of timber
bought and sold.

The Cedar Anti-Poaching
Brigade 
For more than four years WWF has
been working to prevent illegal logging
of forests in the Russian Far East, in
particular supporting the Cedar
Brigade, which is organized as part of
the Tiger Special Inspection Unit of the
Ministry of Natural Resources of the
Russian Federation. In 2002 inspectors
discovered 67 cases of illegal logging,
detained 280 timber shipments and

opened 60 criminal cases. Forest
poachers were fined 298 thousand
rubles and 3000 cubic meters, more
than 100 truck-shipments, of timber
were confiscated. Cedar inspectors

work selflessly: their cars have been
rammed by poachers’ timber trucks
more than once and they have been
threatened both with and without
weapons. Despite pressure from all
sites, the group continues to fight for
the conservation of forests in the
Primorye region.

Cedar Group: In 2002 forest poach-
ers were fined 298 thousand rubles
and over 100 truck-shipments of
timber was confiscated from their
possession.

Export of illegally harvested timber under the cover of night Inspectors of the Cedar Brigade during a raid

Ports of the Far East serve as a preliminary base for tr
ing timber of questionable origins
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SEAS

Russian Seas: Environmental
Situation

• Illegal exploitation of fish and other animals is flourishing in the
East.

• Drilling for oil and gas on the Sakhalin shelf is being conducted 
out strategic ecological assessment. As a result, the unique pop
tion of grey whales of Sakhalin has been pushed to the brin
extinction.

• In regions bordering on large port cities water and bottom sedim
have been severely polluted.

• As a result of pollution and introduction of non-indigenous spe
the biological makeup of the Black and Caspian Seas has been
ically changed.

• Widespread poaching is depleting the population of sturgeon in
Caspian and Azov

• In the Barents Sea banks, there is hardly one square kilom
which never experienced bottom trawling.

WWF Russia’s Marine Programme
is aimed at sustainable use of marine resources and protecting mar
flora and fauna by working against over harvesting of fish and seafo
advocating for the establishing of marine protected areas and restor
depleted populations of marine species.

WWF Goals
• to prevent over-fishing and decrease illegal catch and exports of 

and seafood;

• to protect the Western Pacific grey whale;

• to assist in complete and objective review by the government
the Russian Federation of problems related to reforming the 
ing sector;

• to expand and develop the system of protected marine areas in t
Russian seas.
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The Far East: WWF
Working for

Conservation and
Sustainable Use of
Fishing Resources

According to joint research of WWF
and the Russian Customs Academy in
the Far East, the amount of seafood
exported from Russia untaxed and
unregistered with customs is 3-5 times
greater than the amount counted and
registered with customs and State
Committee for Statistics.  In the course
of research it was possible to identify
the categories of products, under the
guise of which these valuable biologi-
cal resources are smuggled out of the
country. It is here that valuable sorts of
seafood such as Alaska pollock,
salmon and crabs, which are very pop-
ular abroad, are caught. The research
results are being used in a WWF pro-
posal to reform the fishing industry.

The Kurils: The Fight Against
Poaching
A group of inspectors of the Kurilsky
zapovednik together with members of
the Special Marine Inspection investi-
gated 54 ships entered the buffer zone
of the reserve and nearby protected
areas in the year 2002. Of those, 30
ships were expelled from the area, a
total of 159 violators were detained and
1800 kg of sea cucumber and 720 kg of
shrimp confiscated. For several years
WWF has supported the fight against
poaching on the South Kurils area
where sea urchins, sea cucumber and
hokkai shrimp, the most highly prized
seafood products in Japan, are caught.
Poaching in the Kurils is more than
anything else an economic problem.  In
order to solve it WWF seeks to use all
available administrative options. Two
years ago WWF and administrators of
the reserve began to actively partici-
pate in the State Ecological Expert
Panel regarding the total allowed
catch. Thanks to this commission pro-
posals for sea cucumber catch have
been rejected and in the upcoming
year all fishing for this species will be

forbidden. Thus, poachers will be
deprived of their official cover. Local
companies have been stimulated to
take part in exact estimates of sea
cucumber stock and work to put things
in their industry back in order.

Auctioning Fishing Quotas – 
a Newly Introduced Market
Mechanism in Need of
Perfection
WWF conducted research on quota
auctioning as a means of regulating
portions of the industry that have neg-
ative ecological effects. Auctioning of
fish quotas not only does hinder, but in
fact stimulates poaching.
WWF is developing a concept for sus-
tainable fishing policy using a number
of different economic methods for reg-
ulating fishing, along with auctions.

Sakhalin: Saving the
Grey Whale

Conservation Strategy
At the second Sea Mammals of the
Holarctic conference organized in
2002 with participation of WWF a spe-
cial section was devoted the grey
whale. Leading specialists from
Russia and abroad introduced a reso-
lution on the basis of which the
Scientific Committee of the
International Whaling Commission (as
the international structure leading con-
servation and regulation of the whal-
ing industry is called) is developing an
action plan for protecting the species.

Problems of Offshore Oil
Development
At the centre of WWF’s attention is the
accelerated development of oil proj-
ects around Sakhalin as it endangers
the Western Pacific grey whale popu-
lation. In July WWF took part in the
final sitting of the Commission of State
Ecological Experts project «Sakhalin1
– Construction and Extraction».
Specialists of the foundation present-
ed the conclusions of the Public
Ecological Commission of Experts
organized at the initiative of the NGO
Sakhalin Environment Watch. Public
experts are warning of the danger of
the project for grey whales and about
the sharp social stratification of the
population of Sakhalin. They also
believe that the project needs firmer
reworking with an eye to these obser-
vations.

A Whale Reserve
WWF developed a plan for a reserve
for grey whales in the northeastern
Sakhalin region and in 2002 actively
advocated for the idea of creating

such a reserve with the Ministry 
Natural Resources of the Russia
Federation.

Protection
of the Seas

The System of Establishme
of Russia’s Protected Mari
areas
A plan for organizing marine pro
areas was developed by WWF in 
The plan covers, among other
Barents and White Seas, whic
especially important in relation 
and gas drilling on the Barents
shelf. The plan was introduced 
conference «Oil and Gas of the 
Shelf» in Murmansk, where it rec
positive reviews from specialists.
is aiming to make the plan the ba
creating a national network of pr
ed marine areas.

Kamchatka: a New Area of
Protection for Marine
Mammals 
In the area of the Avachinskiy
neighbouring the Nalichevo n
park in Kamchatka, WWF partic
in creating a zone of protection o
mammals.

30 ships were expelled from the are
of Kurilsky zapovednik, a total of 15
violators were detained and 1800 k
of sea cucumber and 720 kg o
shrimp confiscated.

Director of the Kuril zapovednik Evgeniy Grigoriev in a raid
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The Kamchatka crab, one of the most valuable species of
commercially harvested sea products, is a victim of intensive
poaching
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Activities of the Moliqpak oil drilling platform on a shelf 
Sakhalin is endangering the population of grey whales
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CLIMATE

• The year 2002 showed that undesirable phenomena caused b
climate change are becoming more frequent and powerful.
Examples of this are: forest fires and hot weather around Mosc
floods in Eastern Europe and the Caucasus, an absolute record
low in arctic ice coverage during the summer, etc.

• An analysis of climate changes shows that the main reason is
human activity, such as burning coal, gas and oil products, whic
releases greenhouse gases.

• The forecast for the future is, unfortunately, negative. The frequ
cy and power of these negative phenomena will only grow. Risi
temperatures will become all the more noticeable, especially in
Siberia and northern regions.

• A worldwide decrease in greenhouse gas emissions is needed.
Russia plays a prominent role in this as currently Russia has ve
power over the international climate control agreement – the Ky
Protocol. In 2002 Russia did not ratify the protocol despite the
promises of the president and prime minister.

The Climate Change Programme of WW
Russia
is aimed at achieving a drop in greenhouse gases released worldwid
giving timely assistance to ecosystems in adapting to the changing cl

WWF Goals
• to work for Russian ratification of the Kyoto Protocol and brin

Protocol into force. Development, adoption and implementat
Russian law that will effectively limit and lower greenhouse gas 
sions;

• to work towards progress in using renewable energy resources: 
biomass, wind, sun, etc;

• to conduct a complete analysis of climate changes expected until 
Possible harm to protected species and ecosystems in priority e
gions should be decreased. 
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Climate Change –
a Threat to Protected

Areas
One of WWF’s tasks is to help ecosys-
tems adapt to changing climate condi-
tions. The polar regions are the most
vulnerable to global warming, but
Chukotka is an especially notable
case. This region will be subjected to
the effects of global warming later than
others and thus will take on the role of
fauna «rescuer» until human society
begins to reverse global warming.
WWF published the brochure The
Climate Passport of the Chukotka
Region based on research it conducted.
The Passport is intended to attract the
attention of the authorities, specialists

and a wide portion of society to prob-
lems of climate change and enable
adoption of measures to preserve
nature and encourage rational use of
natural resources and sustainable eco-
nomic development of Chukotka.
The Chukotka Passport is second in a
series after The Climate Passport of
the Altai-Sayan Ecoregion. Material
has already been collected for the sub-
sequent «Passport of Kolsky
Peninsula». Despite the fact that major
climate change here has not yet been
observed, this region, located in an
area affected by the Gulf Stream, is
also quite vulnerable and the conse-
quences of global warming could be
extreme.

The Kyoto Protocol:
the Fate of the

International Climate
Treaty in Russia’s

Hands
Numerous consultations, conferences
and round tables devoted to discussing
the Kyoto Protocol of the UN Framework
Convention on Climate Change were
organized by WWF for representatives of
government and business in 2002. Today
the Kyoto Protocol can only come into
force with Russia’s ratification. The WWF
is convinced that ratification of the Kyoto
Protocol is necessary and beneficial for
Russia and that the negative view of
some government representatives, busi-
ness figures and society of the protocol
has been caused by lack of information
about its purpose and about the actions of
Russian legislation. For clarification of the
situation WWF prepared reference mate-
rial and a special thematic edition of «The
Panda Times» (a supplement to the
newspaper Vedomosti with a circulation
of over 40,000 copies) and also repub-
lished a number of publications on related
problems.
As soon as Russia ratifies the Kyoto
Protocol WWF intends to focus its efforts
on achieving ecologically sound imple-
mentation and development of the treaty,
in particular, developing progressive
Russian legislation on control over green-
house gas emissions.

Decreasing
Greenhouse Gas

Emissions: Transition
to Energy Efficient

Technology
In 2002 WWF facilitated to inventory of
greenhouse gas emissions in pulp and
paper factories of the North-western
Region and in the Volga River region.
Such work is needed in order to under-
stand how emissions can be
decreased with little effect on the econ-
omy. This experience will allow analo-
gous work to be conducted in all pulp
and paper mills of Russia.
The plan for «green investment» was
developed and proposed in a report
prepared with WWF involvement. The
plan describes how to attract invest-
ment for decreasing greenhouse gases
to Russia, which should be done at the
federal level; how to provide for invest-
ment for a broad range of ecological

problems; and so on. The repor
presented to Russian ministers
government structures and rec
the official support of the Minis
Energy.
WWF facilitated to the organizat
international projects for incre
energy effectiveness and decre
greenhouse gas emissions, partic
in the North-western Region. T
with the cooperation of Scandin
and other foreign partners, imple
tation has begun of more than ten
ects for use of timber by-produc
fuel.
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The increase in frequency and power of harmful phenomena caused by climate change 
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Arctic ecosystems are the most vulnerable to global warming

The Kyoto Protocol is a
worldwide treaty on preventing
global warming. It is the first
international agreement about
market principles of nature con-
servation. In one sense for
Russia it means agreement with
the EU, Japan and other coun-
tries on increasing the energy
efficiency of the country’s econ-
omy in the years 2008-2012.
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Energy saving is becoming an urgent necessity for Russia



SPECIALLY 
PROTECTED
AREAS 

WWF Goals
• to plan econets in priority regions of Russia;

• to create key protected areas;

• to prepare accompanying legislation at the federal and regional le

Specially protected areas (SPAs) of
Russia are made up of 100 state fed-
eral strict reserves (zapovedniks), 35
national parts, thousands of game reserves,
nature parks, natural monuments and other areas protected at the
eral or regional level. The task of protected areas is preserving flora
fauna including rare species, their natural habitats and food supply
WWF is convinced that for preservation of valuable nature areas to
a new approach is needed, namely the creation of systems of SPA

(known as ecological networks or econets). 
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The Law on SPAs
In 2002 WWF prepared a federal legal
project On Making Changes and
Additions to the Federal Law «On
Specially Protected Nature Areas».
Above all, changes are aimed at perfect-
ing: work in biosphere reserves, methods
for protecting territory of national parks,
regulation of tourism in national parks and
creation of SPAs.

SPA Systems: A
Concept of

Development 

In 2002 WWF Russia completed work on
a project called A Conception for
Development of Systems of Protected
Areas in the Russian Federation. The
Conception was presented at the
Ministry of Natural Resources of Russia
as the founding document for develop-
ment of systems for saving wildlife. This
conception was developed by WWF
Russia during the years 1999-2001 and
was widely discussed with federal and
regional government nature conservation
authorities and leading specialists of sci-
entific and non-government organiza-
tions.

Creation and Support
for Specially

Protected Areas

WWF actively works to increase the size
of protected areas, especially in priority
ecoregions. In 2002 with the participation
of WWF, SPAs in Russia increased by a
total of more than 4 million hectares.

The Far East
In 2002 WWF finished development of a
plan for creating a network of SPAs in the
south of the Russian Far East: in
Amurskaya, Evreiskaya Autonomous,
Primorysky and Khabarovsky regions.
The action plan for protecting biodiversity
is the combined effort of eight leading
non-governmental organizations of the
Far East ecoregion.

Amur region
In 2002 alone SPAs increased by more
than one million hectares and now total
9.6% of the territory of Amur region.
Thanks to a partnership of WWF, Amur
Social-Ecological Union and Pacific
Environment and Resource Centre six
new forest reserves were created and
were given international Gift to the
Earth status as part of WWF’s pro-
gramme Living Planet. The reserves
allow large areas of untouched forest
to be preserved near the Baikal-Amur
Railroad and surrounding the Bureya
Reservoir hydroelectric station.
Besides this, a first-of-its-kind in
Russia protected wetland, Aldikon, has
been created. It contains 275,000
hectares of the northernmost habitat
for the Oriental white stork and red-
crowned crane. In the new Imangra
and Olekminsky reserves, reindeer
moss, hunting areas, and growths of
mushrooms and berries will be saved.
This will give reindeer herders a
chance to retain their traditional way of
life. In November 2002 a programme –

developed by WWF, the Primary
Administration Body for Natural
Resources and Protection of the
Environment, and the Amur Social-
Ecological Union – for enhancing the
SPAs system was approved by Amur
region Governor Leonid Korotkov. The
programme provides the option for the
creation of another 46 different protect-
ed areas with a total area of 1.42 mil-
lion hectares.

Khabarovsk region
Thanks to cooperation between WWF,
the Khabarovsk Wildlife Foundation,
and the Institute of Water and
Ecological Problems, a general plan for
developing SPAs in Khabarovsk region
was conceived. The plan envisions the
creation of 60 new reserves, nature
parks and natural monuments with
total coverage of 1.8 million hectares.
Work on the plan is one of the stages
that Governor Viktor Ishaev is going
through to fulfil its Gift to the Earth
within the framework of the WWF
Living Planet programme. As part of
this gift, total SPAs area by 2005
should reach 10% of the total area of
the region.

Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
In March 2002 with the support of
WWF and by order of the government
of the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
three reserves, called Bear Islands,
Kolyma-Koren and Kurdigino-
Krestovaya, containing 12,324 square
kilometres of land were created. WWF
is intent upon helping support tradition-
al lifestyles of the region’s native peo-
ples who depend upon arctic tundra
reservations as grazing land for deer,
hunting grounds for the artic fox and
fishing areas.  

Altai-Sayan
In 2002 WWF introduced a plan to cre-
ate a network of protected areas, also
known as an Econet, for the Altai-Sayan
Ecoregion. The concept of an Econet

was approved by the administration of
Kemerovo oblast and Altai krai. This will
be the first example of such a large net-
work of protected areas: it spreads
across six federal subjects in Russia,
and includes Mongolia and Kazakhstan.
Currently in the Altai-Sayan Ecoregion
there are more than 300 protected
areas, totalling 11.3 million hectares.
Creation of the Econet will double this
figure and the SPAs will make up 23%
of the Ecoregion.

Karachaevo-Cherkessiya
In 2002 President Vladimir Sem
of Karachevo-Cherkessiya set o
increase the area of SPAs by
hectares, including creation o
Arkhyzsky national park, as part 
WWF’s programme Living P
Even now, SPAs makes up 34% 
republic’s territory and includ
Teberdinsky Reserve, parts o
Caucasian Government Bios
Preserves and part of the special
tected ecological-resort r
Kavkazsky Mineralnye Vodi an
preserves. 

Southern Urals
Work to create an ecological netw
the Southern Urals based on W
proposed plan continues. At WW
other non-profit organizations’ 
tive, the government of Bashkor
in 2002 resolved to reserve more
150,000 hectares of land as spe
protected nature areas and creat
nature parks and state nature
serves.

The Japanese crane, inhabitant of the important protected wet-

lands of the Amur region  

Deer-raising is a part of the traditional lifestyle of indigenous

peoples of Sakha
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Territory of the future Arkhyzskiy National Park
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RARE SPECIES

Russia covers 1/8 of the world’s land area and plays a role of utmo
importance in preserving the planet’s biological diversity. Russia is
home to about 7% of the worlds mammals diversity, 17% of the wo
birds diversity, over 8% of the world's diversity of higher plants.
Protection of rare species has traditionally been one of the most im
tant aspects of WWF’s work. First and foremost, WWF focuses att
tion on saving species and populations that are on the brink of exti
tion and for which Russia is responsible to the entire world. Today
there are: the Far Eastern leopard, Amur tiger, European bison, Sn
leopard and Siberian white crane.

WWF Goals
Problems in protecting these particularly valuable species are comp
therefore WWF’s work is multi-dimensional with several objectives:

• to create new protected areas;

• to enhance Russian and international legislation;

• to prevent poaching;

• to enhance education in topics of nature conservation.
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Far Eastern leopard 
Panthera pardus orientalis L.)
The Far Eastern leopard is one of the
most endangered predators on the
planet and is on the brink of total
extinction. Today the population of this
subspecies in the wild is around 30
animals.
From January to March 2002 a cata-
strophic blizzard dumped up to two
meters of snow in southwest Primorye
and endangered the survival of a herd
of roe and sika deer, which are the
leopard’s principle food source. WWF,
WCS and local wildlife rangers and
hunters, with the support of the Tiger
Emergency Fund, organized to free the
deer from their snowed-in enclaves. By
clearing roads, providing limited food
and cutting down trees to allow over-
hanging branches to be eaten, deer
capable of breeding were saved.
Unfortunately, hundreds of poachers
used the disaster conditions to ski in
and barbarically hunt the deer down. 
The «Leopard» anti-poaching brigade,
created at the initiative and with finan-
cial backing from WWF in the Barsovy
Federal Refuge, detained 64 poachers
and confiscated 16 weapons in 2002.
But despite the anti-poaching activities

in the leopard’s habitat, the situation
continues to worsen. Some five leop-
ards died at the hands of poachers last
year. The challenge of saving the
species could be addressed by creating
a unified Land of the Leopard national
park including the state nature reserve
«Kedrovaya Pad», Barsovy and
Borisovskoe Plateau refuges. WWF
has already united forces with other
nature conservation organizations for
this purpose, but the success of the
programme to save the leopard is pos-
sible only with the support of the admin-
istration of the Primorye region, local
populations and the public at large.
WWF calls for everyone to combine his
or her efforts to save the leopard.

Amur tiger 
(Panthera tigris altaica L.)
The project to protect the Amur tiger
and its habitat in Russia began in 1994
with the creation of the Tiger anti-
poaching inspection. In 2002 with finan-
cial support of WWF, seven brigades
were active. They detained 355 viola-
tors and confiscated 64 guns. Thanks
to the inspectors’ work 18 criminal
cases have been opened. In only 8
years of work, the brigade has prose-
cuted 1766 poachers and confiscated
1766 guns and rifles. Work with cus-
toms structures is also being conducted
to fight illegal export of furs and other
animal products. In addition to that, it is
important to preserve the tiger’s habitat
and that of hoofed animals – which the
tigers feed on. For this reason WWF
has for eight years supported creating
six protected areas of 934,000 total
hectares, including the Anyuisky
Natural Park, the Tiger’s Roar National
Park, refuges and ecological corridors
in Khabarovsk region. Through efforts
of governmental bodies and non-gov-
ernmental organizations the population
of tigers in Russia stabilized before the
year 2000 and by experts’ estimates is
now 450 animals strong.
Suggestions of leading NGOs of the

region – WWF, Wildlife Conservation
Society (WCS), Khabarovsk Wildlife
Foundation, Phoenix Foundation, and
Zov Taigi Conservation Centre –
formed the basis of a joint action plan
for saving the Amur tiger that was
approved by the Council for
Sustainable Development of the Far
East ecoregion.

Snow leopard (Uncia uncia Sch.)
A Strategy for the Snow leopard (Irbis)
conservation was developed and pub-
lished in 2002 on the initiative of WWF
and approved by the Ministry of Natural
Resources of the Russian Federation.
Several expeditions allowed estimates
of the snow leopard population to be
defined more accurately. There are
currently only 150-200 snow leopards
in Russia. According to research data,
20 of them are killed every year by
poachers.
To fight this cruel destruction of the
species, the first anti-poaching group,
called the Irbis Group, was created by
the Association of Protected Areas of
Altai-Sayan with the support of WWF.
Activity began on identifying the exact
places where the snow leopard lives

and finding volunteers among the local
communities. Cooperation with the
local administration, nature conserva-
tion organizations and customs bodies
is being nurtured. Inspectors have
gathered information about poaching,
illegal buying and selling of irbis furs
and are planning to conduct joint anti-
poaching activities with border patrol
guards on the Russian-Mongolian bor-
der.

Siberian crane 
(Grus leucogeranus P.)
The Siberian crane Mobile Operational
Group was created in 2002 in the
Kytalyk resource reserve to protect the
habitat of nesting Siberian cranes in
the arctic Yakutsk tundra. In order to
strengthen patrols of territory where
the crane nests, WWF equipped the
group with powerful outboard motors
and other equipment. In the first raid
several poachers were detained and
four hunting rifles and two rifles were
confiscated.

European bison 
(Bison bonasus L)
The population of European bison,
which is now created for the first time in
European Russia thanks to efforts of
WWF, numbers around 70 animals. In
November 2002 seven European bison
were shipped from zoos of Switzerland
to the Prioksko-Terrasny zapovednik in
order to enlarge the population. The
influx of blood from other countries is
especially important for creating a
diverse genetic pool of animals, as all
bison alive today are the descendants
of the only 12 animals surviving in
1937. The uniqueness of this WWF
project lies in the fact that the new pop-
ulation could turn out to be the most
stable not only in Russia but also in the
whole world. In Russia alone a signifi-
cant areas of natural forests and forest-
steppe has been preserved - enough to
be home to 1000 animals.
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WWF IN
CENTRAL ASIA

Central Asia is made up of five countries
with a total territory of four million square
kilometres and a wide diversity of land-
scapes and ecosystems – from flat steppes
and desert to mountainous forests and tundra.
Some 18%-20% of plant and animal species here are endemic, whi
to say they are found here and nowhere else in the world. Among
species are the: Asian cheetah, snow leopard, kulan, bezoar g
Bukhara deer, different species of birds of prey, houbara bustard,
grey monitor. The mountains of Central Asia, its desert and tugai fo
river valleys have been included in the list of 200 priority ecoregion
the world. WWF is actively working in Central Asia since 1999.

WWF Goals
• to support and creation of SPAs;

• to protect rare species and ecosystems;

• to prevent poaching;

• to improve nature conservation legislation;

• to educate local populations;

• to develop partnerships with non-governmental organizations of t
region and governmental nature conservation departments.
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Creating of 
a Specially Protected
Wetlands Network in

Kostnai (Northern
Kazakhstan)

In 2002 the total area of sanctuaries
created at WWF’s initiative in the
Kostanai lake region of Kazakhstan
reached 80,000 hectares and on
coastal lands more than 256,000
hectares. Data on areas of critical
importance and wetlands of Northern
Kazakhstan, as well as proposals for
their preservation, are presented in a
book published by WWF in 2002.
In October 2002 in Kostanai the results
of this project were presented on the
workshop, where representatives of
donor countries, international NGOs
and nature conservation ministries of
Kazakhstan as well as the regional
administration were assembled.
Participants of the seminar gave
WWF’s work high marks and empha-
sized the necessity of long-term work
in protecting the unique ecosystems of
the region.

Saving and 
Protecting the
Bukhara deer

WWF continues work on preserving the
populations of Bukhara deer in
Turkmenistan, Uzbekistan, Tajikistan
and Kazakhstan and renders material

and technical support to six zapoved-
niks. As a result, the number of illegal
timber harvests in tugai forests, where
the deer live, has decreased, as have
cases of domestic animals grazing in
preserves. Thanks to the work of
inspections created jointly by WWF and
the State Committee for Nature
Conservation of Uzbekistan, poaching
has become very rare not only in pre-
serves but in the whole of the Amudarya
region. The population of Bukhara deer
in four years has risen from 400 at the
beginning of the project in 1999 to 650
in 2002. 
In the Zeravshansk zapovednik in
Uzbekistan, where the deer used to live,
WWF began work for their reintroduction.
Today the number of animals in open-air
enclosures has reached 20 and the first
deer have been released into the wild. In
Kazakhstan, in Syrdarya, where animals
were transported in 2001, the first wild-
born deer have appeared in the pen.

Saving the Asian 
leopard in

Turkmenistan

In 2002 WWF supported Turkmenistan’s
zapovedniks, which are inhabited by the
Asian leopard. It also supported expert-
inspection groups in acquiring new auto-
mobiles, motorcycles and field equip-
ment. A WWF experiment to insure
domestic livestock against injury caused
by leopards continued. Damage caused
by leopards is compensated with an
equivalent number of sheep from a herd
of «insurance sheep», the first of its kind.
To date, 71 sheep have been given to
local sheep breeders as compensation.
Conditions for the leopard in the region
have significantly improved. WWF pre-
pared an action plan for preservation of
this rare species and has also produced
information for the local population and
films about nature conservation for
national television.

Saving and
Rehabilitating the

Population of Kulans
in Turkmenistan

In recent years the number of kulan in
Turkmenistan have drastically
decreased. WWF, in conjunction with
the Badkhyz zapovednik and the
Ministry of Nature Protection of
Turkmenistan, has increased its efforts
to prevent poaching and work with the
local communities. Much attention is
given to improving the habitats of
kulans, especially water sources.
Today one can again see herds of
these beautiful animals made up of 200
kulans. In addition, in the spring of
2002 juveniles accounted for 20% of
the kulan’s population. Park rangers
and volunteer inspectors do not just
detain poachers but also observe the
kulans during their summer accumula-
tion at water sources and guide the
movement of kulan’s herds. In this
way, damage to agricultural lands and

poaching are significantly decreased
and through these measures the local
population has acquired a greater
understanding of the problem of pre-
serving the kulans. In 2002, WWF
began work to protect the kulans in
northern Turkmenistan (in areas near
Sarakamish Lake) and in southwestern
Kopetdag.

Other WWF Projects
in Central Asia:

Protecting the houbara bustard
Constant observation has allowed WWF
to identify the key habitats of these rare
birds and move to the next step of the
project – creating a network of protect-
ed areas for the bird’s preservation.

Protecting the saiga
In the first half year of the project,
financed by the Frankfurt Zoological
Society, WWF determined the main
areas in which the species, currently in
a disastrous state, can be protected.
WWF also gave material support to
anti-poaching operations in regions
where the saiga is most vulnerable to
poachers.

Ungulate’s conservation in
Pamir (Tajikistan)
In the framework of an international
project on sustainable development in
the region of the Pamir, WWF conduct-
ed an evaluation of the rare and com-

mercially valued species of un
animals and developed recomm
tions for sustainable use. Thes
ommendations take into conside
the interests of wildlife and eco
development of the region.

Creating an econet 
in Central Asia
WWF completed preparations o
project on creation of an eco
Central Asia. All countries of the 
have supported the project, it has
approved by GEF and received fu
for three years.

Gifts to the Earth
Central Asia has been incorpo
into WWF’s Living Planet progra
in which heads of government
Gifts to the Earth by supporting 
opment of protected areas, prot
rare and endangered species
developing legislation on the en
ment. In 2002 Kazakhstan, Kyrg
and Turkmenistan made their firs
to the Earth. At the World Mo
Summit, WWF delivered to the 
dent of Kyrgystan Askar Akaev a
environmental ministers of the 
countries certificates of the Lead
the Living Planet.
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Wetlands of Naurzum, Northern Kazakhstan

The Bukhara deer
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Kulans in Badkhiz, Turkmenistan



In 2002 WWF devoted great effort to involving as many people
possible to environmental protection activities in Russia. Well-p
cized actions, encouraging regional heads of administration to
involved in protecting the environment, establishment of childr
ecological clubs, partnering with businessmen and public fig
and active advertising campaigns are all part of working towards
overall goal: to get the attention of people who care about
Russian environment, trust the professionalism of the WWF’s 
cialists and are ready to support its environmental projects.  H
are some examples of this work.

TOGETHER WE
ARE A GREAT
FORCE
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Gifts to the Earth
This year the governor of the Amur region Leonid Korotkov and the 
dent of the Republic of Karachaevo-Cherkessiya Vladimir Sem
joined the international WWF programme Living Planet. In their le
WWF's President Emeritus, HRH The Prince Philip, Duke of Edinb
both regional leaders took upon themselves the responsibility to s
cantly increase the total area of protected areas in their regions. The 
Planet programme began in 1996 when WWF called on leaders of 
tries and regions to make their own Gift to the Earth, which is b
demonstration of environmental leadership and a globally significant
tribution to the protection of the living world. Thousand of people fro
over the world have supported
this idea, and Russians have
not stayed on the sidelines. By
2002 heads of 16 regions had
already made Gifts to the Earth,
which significantly increased
the total area of protected
areas, improved environmental
legislation, and protected rare
and endangered species. You
can read about newly given
Gifts to the Earth from the Amur
region and Karachaevo-
Cherkessiya on page 13.

HRH Prince Bernhard of the Netherlands, one of 
founders of WWF, awards the certificate of «Eart
Keeper» to Leonid Korotkov, the governor of the 
region



WWF Friends Clubs

WWF’s Ecological Friends clubs for
children started only several years
ago but have turned into a large
environmental movement.
Today around 3,000 chil-
dren participate in such
clubs in many parts of our
country, Yakutia, Chukotka,
Kamchatka, Kuril Islands,
Commander Islands,
Teberda (the Caucasus) and
Kemerovo (Altai-Sayan ecore-
gion), where WWF is conducting long-
term projects.

The main goal of WWF Friends clubs is
to do educational and practical work,
aimed at preserving the biodiversity of

the planet.
Summer ecological camps

have already become a tradi-
tion of WWF’s Friends
clubs. Here children study
the environment of their
home region, conduct sci-
entific research, compile

lists of rare species of
plants and animals, and

develop measures to protect
them. Children also study traditions
and cultures of indigenous peoples,
whose lives are in close connection
with nature.
In 2002 the first camp in Central Asia
was established in Uzbekistan on the
territory of the Zerafshansk zapoved-
nik. In the autumn, many young friends
of WWF held the traditional Global 200
Ecoregions ecological marathon. WWF
Germany, Sweden and Switzerland, in
the spirit of international cooperation
between children’s clubs, made prizes
and diplomas for the ecomarathon tak-
ing place in Kamchatka.
A WWF calendar contest was conduct-
ed with great success in all clubs.
Children from the «Rose Gull» club
(Saskylah village) met the president of
the Republic of Sakha (Yakutia)
Vyacheslav Shtyrov.  

Ecologists and
Journalists United

WWF and the international philanthrop-
ic corporation ISAR-DB (ISAR) sup-
ported the creation of the Union of
Ecological Press Clubs in the Russian
Far East, first of its kind in Russia.  The
new club brought together active press
clubs of Primorsky, Khabarovsky,
Amurskaya and Evreiskaya
Autonomous regions, which cover top-
ics relating to the interrelation of
humans and the wildlife. In the
Khabarovsky region, for example, a
club of forest journalists covers forest
fires, illegal logging and preservation of
the Amur tiger’s habitat.  The Primorye
press club took part in the raids of the
Tiger anti-poaching inspection.  The
work of press clubs has shown that in
the Far East there are many ecological
problems that can and must be dis-
cussed and solved jointly. 

SOS Planet
In August, in anticipation of the World
Summit on Sustainable Development
in Johannesburg, WWF and the
Internet holding Rambler, with the par-
ticipation of the rock group Mumii Troll,
called on Russians to join WWF’s inter-
national campaign SOS Planet. Global
questions of economic growth and fair-

ness, protection of natural resources
as well as protection of the environ-
ment and social development were on
the agenda at the summit. During the
SOS Planet campaign, thousands of
people from different countries, includ-
ing Russia, sent e-mails to world lead-
ers calling on them to take decisive
steps for saving the planet. The culmi-
nation of the campaign was the concert
in Johannesburg, at which the group
Mumii Troll represented Russia.
Members of the group sincerely hoped
that they were able to raise awareness
of the issue of protecting life on our
planet in fans and all those who
watched the concert.

Musicians 
for Nature!

Ten Russian cities in the summer of
2002 hosted participants of the
«Advancement (Prodvizheniye)» Rock
Music Festival organized by the maker
of Sun Interbrew Beer, which is a mem-
ber of the WWF Russia’s Corporate
Club. The festival was far from ordinary
– its participants supported WWF and
devoted their performances to nature
conservation. Thus was born the
movement Musicians for Nature, which
the Propaganda Moscow Youth
Festival and many famous Russian
music groups and artists later joined. In
the fall, a charity auction to support
reforestation of the burnt forests of
Altai, organized jointly by Musicians for

Nature and the Internet portal M
took place on the website Molot
Musicians (among them Yuri Loz
Lagutenko, Valerii Syutkin, Vl
Matetskii, Artemii Troiskii, the g
Va-Bank, End of Film, Childr
Picasso and many others), m
publications, and radio stations, p
ed items for the auction.  Profi
sales reached more than two tho
dollars and went to tree planting 
ties in Altai.

The village Uelen, Chukotka is home to the easternmost WWF
Friends club in Russia, founded in 2002.
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Ilya Lagutenko (of the rock group Mumii Troll) and Ivan
Zasurskiy (of Rambler Internet holding) at a press confer-
ence dedicated to the SOS Planet campaign.
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The popular singer Yuri Loza’s first guitar became one
items bid for at the charity auction for restoration of for
the Altai region
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The Global 200 ecological marathon in Kamchatka. Autumn 2002.

The group Mumii Troll at an SOS Planet concert in Johannesburg



WWF Unites
Supporters 

Actual realization of WWF’s many proj-
ects would be impossible without the
support and contribution of people from
all parts of the world. In all there are
some five million supporters worldwide. 
In 2002, WWF substantially widened
its network of supporters in Russia.
Today around 4,000 Russians count
themselves as WWF members. 4.5 mil-
lion rubles in charitable donations have
thus been used in nature conservation
projects.
WWF thanks all its new members in
Russia, companies, and media that
have supported the campaign to raise
public awareness and rally people
everywhere to join the charitable cause
of saving our living environment!

From Moscow to the Very
Remote Areas
WWF has sent hundreds of thousands
letters to residents of Moscow, St.
Petersburg, Ekaterinburg and other
cities.  These letters contained an
appeal to become a supporter of WWF
Russia, a booklet with brief information
on the WWF’s programmes, and a
return envelope, in which the member-
ship form and payment of dues confir-
mation receipt can be sent.  Addresses
were selected at random from general-
ly available city telephone books. Aside

from that, a number of magazines and
publications have given WWF the pos-
sibility of distributing booklets with the
letter of appeal attached. Over 4 million
letters were sent out. This is the first
non-commercial project of this size in
Russia and has become possible
thanks to support from the Dutch
national philanthropic lottery called the
Postal Code Lottery. In 2002, more
than 3000 people answered these let-
ters. Thank you for your support!

Stay Alive!
In 2002, WWF took part in the Russian
version of «Survivor» – Survivor-2,
which runs on the First Channel
Russian television network. While it
had been in operation for more than
ten years, WWF Russia had done little
to publicize its activities. As a result,
very few people in the country knew
about WWF.  Thanks to sponsorship
from the Postal Code Lottery of the
Netherlands, it became possible to
change this state of affairs and also to
raise maximum possible awareness
among viewers of wildlife conservation,
not only in the tropics, but also in
Russia.  With the support of the First
Channel and a working group of the 
television company VID, the WWF’s
participation ensured programme an

social orientation. The uniqueness of
the Survivor–2 project is that in the
course of the three months that it was
broadcast, WWF’s hotline (095-995-
0000) was constantly operating and
employees fielded around 80,000
phone calls from people wishing to
help protect nature.

Rescue the Leopard!
On the eve of the New Year, WWF
came out with a new computer game
entitled «Rescue the Leopard!»  The
programme was developed by the
company NIKITA. It is a game of eco-
logical strategy in which players come
up against real world environmental
problems. Only 30 Far Eastern leop-
ards are left, and the objective of the
game is to increase the pop-
ulation to at least 100
animals in 30 virtual
years.  Is it possible
to save a disap-
pearing species?
WWF is hoping to
receive from win-
ners of this game dif-
ferent methods for
solving problems that
WWF struggles with in the
field.  WWF intends to implement the
most interesting strategies from the
game in the real life Russian Far East.
«Rescue the Leopard!» is being distrib-
uted free among members of WWF.
In addition, the game may be found on
WWF Russia’s site: www.wwf.ru, which
has been recently redesigned and
become more informational and con-
venient for visitors.

Plant Your Forest for Life!
In 2002, the programme for reforesta-
tion of burnt Altai forest lands, called
«Plant Your Forest for Life», continued.
WWF thanks all those that took part in
the programme during 2002 and donat-
ed 300 dollars per replanted hectare.
All programme participants received a
certificate and plaques have been

installed with the following nam
the forest itself:

Alexander Seleznyov
Alexey Vladimirovich Kondratyev
Dima, Oksana and Evgeniy
Tonkatcheevs
«Elena» (from the «Plantaprint»
company)
Evgeshin Les (Rumyantseva
Evgeniya)
Ivachkin Andrey
Ivanova Anna
Kirill and Victoria Drematch
Kseniya Smirnova
Les Malenkoy Mumy (Zelenov
Gennadiy)
Maer Tony (from the EMG agenc
Maria Serpukhovitina
Professor Vladislav Tetyukhin
Sonetchka Feoktistova

Sonya Tchanysheva
Stroimontazh Corporation
Tutundjyan Agasi Koryunov
Valerii Yashin

Four hectares have been n
after clients of the adver

agency BBDO.
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Young supporters of WWF at the nursery for bison in the Prioksko-Terrasny zapovednik
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Three-year-old pine

Participants of the Russian version of Survivor television programme set out for the island
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Abrosimov Ilya
Alexandrov Vladimir
Andryuschenko Yuri
Annenkov Vladimir
Arsenenkov Andrey
Artyomov Valery
Babitcheva Elena
Bagrov Vladimir
Bakunina Tatyana
Balandina Natalia
Batyukhnov Alexander
Belyayev Anatoly
Berezin Konstantin
Berintsev Andrey
Bondar Andrey
Bozhko Natalya
Bukshtynov Grigoriy
Bykov Andrey
Danilova Aina
Danilova Irina
Demidenko Olga
Dikanskiy Andrey

Dikhtyar Svetlana
Drozdova Elena
Dudaev Anatoliy
Dyomina Elena
Egorov Valeriy
Eremeev Ivan
Erokhina Olga
Fedyakin Vladimir
Feofanova Natalya
Filatova Maria
Fokin Dmitriy
Freidina Marina
Freiman Eduard
Gavrilova Oksana
Goryushina Natalya
Grankina Ekaterina
Grigoryan Karen
Gritsun Nikita
Ivanova Ludmila
Ivanova Natalya
Ivanushkin Sergey
Ivanushkina Alexandra

Ivanushkina Evgenya
Ivanushkina Lena
Kalyadin Yuri
Karchemkin Alexey
Katalevskaya Marina
Khabirova Natalya
Kin Leokadia
Kiryanova Maria
Kiseleva Elena
Kitain Mikhail
Klepatskaya Tatiana
Klimenko Andrey
Klimov German
Kolesnik Elena
Kolesova Irina
Konchakova Victoria
Kondratyev Alexey
Kopytova Maria
Korolyov Andrey
Korolyova A.
Korostyshevskaya Oksana
Koschavka Victor
Koshechkin Dmitriy
Kozhukhova Raisa
Krayneva Maria
Kudelya Evgeniy
Kudrevatykh Olga
Kudrin Andrey
Kudryashov Anton
Kudryavtseva Margarita
Kudryavtseva Tatiana
Kuybysheva Marina
Kuzmin Mikhail
Ladur Darya
Lange Anton
Lapshin Konstantin
Laskin Yuri
Late Michael
Laukhin Yan
Lavrentyeva Ekaterina
Lebed Alexey
Lebedev Mikhail
Lebedev Yuri
Ledetskiy Igor
Linda
Lobanova Stanislava
Loginova Alla
Loginova Olga
Lunina Nelli
Luzgina Elena
Lysenko Andrey

Macway Stephen
Makarova Alina
Makarytcheva Natalya
Makeeva Marina
Maltseva Nadejda
Malyshko Tatiana
Manakova Elena
Manuylov Vassiliy
Maryina Nadejda
Masalova Natalya
Mazurenko Olga
Melnikov Denis
Melnikova Ekaterina
Mifodovskiy Valeriy
Mintchina Elena
Mironova Yulia
Mirskiy Sergey
Mulkidjanyan Lidia
Mulyarov Valeriy
Murashkevitch Denis
Myakinkin Yuri
Naumova Lyudmila
Netchaev Alexander
Nikishin Vassiliy
Nikolayev Oleg
Okhlobystin Ivan
Okulova Elena
Oleynik Elena
Oschepkov Vassiliy
Osipyuk Nelli
Osokina Maria
Pakhomov Anton
Panfilova Polina
Panina Alexandra
Parphyonova Tatiana
Pastushkov Nikita
Peresypkina Galina
Pevnitskiy Nikita
Pikalova Evelina
Polyanskaya Irina
Polyanskaya Varvara
Polynaya Natalya
Popov Gavriil
Portnoy Vladimir
Pugachyova Galina
Pugachyova Svetlana
Pushkina Natalya
Pushkova Elena
Puzanov Vyatcheslav
Rachin Konstantin
Rebtsovskaya Tatiana

Rodionov Andrey
Romanchenko Victor
Romanovskaya Elvira
Rumyantsev Alexander
Rumyantseva Natalya
Ryazanov Andrey
Safronov Nikas
Safronov Sergey
Samsonova Galina
Sankov Vseslav
Sannikova Irina
Sargsyan Asya
Schuplov Sergey
Selezniova Nina
Semyonova Elena
Sergeeva Darya
Serpionova Natalya
Sertun Vladimir
Sharapova Arina
Shashkova Veronika
Shevtchuk Dmitriy
Shikhalyov Konstantin
Shipitsyn Vitaliy
Shkadova Tatiana
Shpitonov Igor
Shvoinetskaya Natalya
Skorikova Alla
Skorodenko Vladimir
Smirnov Alexander
Smirnova Ksenia
Sokolov Boris
Sokolovskaya Tatiana
Sosin Sergey
Stepanova Lyudmila
Streltsov Nikolay
Sukhanov Daniil
Survillo Vitaliy

Suvorova Tatiana
Syanova Natalya
Sysoyeva Lyudmila
Syutkin Valeriy
Tchubiy Vitaliy
Timoshenko Natalya
Tkachenko Evgeniy
Tomash Svetlana
Tonkatcheev Dmitriy
Tretyak Vladislav
Trushnikov Denis
Turkin Dmitriy
Varlamov Andrey
Vershinin Vladislav
Vikhrev Nikita
Vladislavova Nadejda
Vlasova Olga
Vodolazskaya Evgeniya
Volodina Diana
Vorobyova Anna
Vorontsov Andrey
Vrublevskiy Gleb
Walkin Lev
Yakovlev Gleb
Zabelin Sergey
Zabelina Natalya
Zaitsev Nikolay
Zaitseva Marina
Zelentsov Vladimir
Zhakov Alexey
Zhdanova Irina
Zhdanova Natalya
Zhukov Evgeniy
Zhuravskiy Oleg
Zorina Nadejda
Zvereva Tatiana
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Dima Tonkacheev, «Earth Keeper»
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Vladislav Tretyak, the Russia’s famous ice-hockey player, «Earth Keeper»

«Earth Keepers»  – Individual Members
WWF called supporters who have made significant contributions to nature
conservation programmes «Earth Keepers».  By 28th January 2003,
220 had been named «Earth Keepers».  It is with gratitude that WWF pub-
lishes their names here:



Business 
for Nature!

Business is a critically important part of
solving environmental problems. As in
the world at large, in Russia more and
more companies are becoming part of
the environmental movement and
understanding how useful partnership
with WWF can be. Last year showed
that Russian businesses can do much
for the environment.

Corporate Club
A year ago, 15 Russian companies
came together as the WWF Russia’s
Corporate Club, demonstrating that
they care about environmental issues.
They support WWF’s work and take
part in implementation and advance-
ment of the WWF’s projects in Russia.
In 2002, the WWF Russia’s Corporate
Club marked its first anniversary and
welcomed nine new members.

Members of the WWF Russia’s
Corporate Club in 2002 

• AGROS

• Alpha Bank

• BMW

• Chance Internet Project

• Chronolux

• DEK Corporation

• EkoProg

• Evrokam company

• ICS Travel Group

• Independent Media

• Johnson&Johnson

• MDM Bank

• Multon

• Navigator DDB PR-agency

• Oriflame

• PIT International

• RECO Garantia Insurance Company

• Russian Bank of Development 

• SunInterbrew Ltd.

• SvyazInvest

• Tuymaada Daimond company

«Earth Keepers» – Companies
Other companies and organizations
also support WWF’s programmes.

WWF has named them «Earth
Keepers» and planned joint projects
with every one of them.  For example,
as part of the One Dollar Night pro-
gramme, every guest of the Marriott
hotels in Moscow has chance to
donate one dollar for every night spent
in the hotels to save the Far Eastern
leopard.  The Institute of Hotel
Management and Tourism actively
supports the WWF programme Plant
your Forest for Life for reforestation of
areas in the Altai region decimated by
fire in 1997.  Gallery O2 conducted a

charity auction from which all proceeds
went also to reforestation efforts in
Altai.  WWF Russia thanks the corpo-
rate «Earth Keepers» for their support:

• APK Agros

• Bovista Company – official Volvo
dealer

• Cyril and Methodius Publishing
House

• Furniture Retailer Gallery O2

• Institute of Hotel Management and
Tourism

• Maksimov Publications Publishing
House

• The Mariott Hotel chain in Moscow

Save the Leopard
In the fall of 2002, WWF and the com-
pany Cyril and Methodius, which spe-
cialized in multimedia encyclopaedias,
announced a joint project for wildlife
conservation. The project is being con-
ducted as part of the international
WWF Business for a Better World pro-
gramme and aims to save the world’s

most endangered subspecies – the Far
Eastern leopard.  The company’s new
Encyclopaedia of Animals, which has
no peer in size or diversity of informa-
tion among multimedia products,
known by the nickname «Rescue the
Leopard».  One dollar from every sale
of the encyclopaedia goes to WWF’s
programme to protect the Far Eastern
leopard.  In this way, each person to
buy the encyclopaedia becomes a par-
ticipant in the Living Planet programme
and thus makes his or her contribution
to protecting the planet’s wildlife.  

Amur Beer and WWF for
Protection of the Environment
In December 2002, the Ivan Taranov
Brewery Company and its brand Amur
Beer became a partner of WWF in the
programme to save the Amur tiger in
the Russian Far East. Such partner-
ship is completely logical as Amur Beer
is an ecologically friendly product
made using the most advanced tech-
nology and highest quality raw materi-
als, which in turn allows the natural
beauty and richness of the region to be
conserved.  Most importantly, WWF
and Amur Beer now have given every

resident of the Far East the chan
do their part to save wildlife –
every bottle of Amur Beer bough
kopeks (about 0,15 cent) goes t
programme for saving the Amur t

One Euro for Wildlife
The joint WWF, Unipravex Com
and European Business Club
gramme gives business repres
tives the opportunity to support 
programmes. Every company th
listed in the Unipravex business 
tory is offered the chance to d
one euro for WWF programmes t
vent increasing environmental d
dation.

Members of the WWF Russia’s Corporate Club 

Companies named «Earth Keepers»

Encyclopedia of animals from Cyril and Methodius company

The label of Amur Beer
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Nature Cries to us «SOS!» 
At the end of November 2002, one
thousand Russian companies were
called on by WWF to support the pro-
gramme «SOS». The money collected
during this campaign will go to emer-
gency assistance for wildlife in natural
disasters, be it fighting forest fires in
zapovedniks or national parks, techni-
cal assistance to anti-poaching groups,
or delivering food to wild animals
trapped in heavy snowfalls.

New Years Charity Card
In 2002, WWF began a New Year’s
project called «Charity Cards».
Companies received the unique oppor-
tunity to pick any photo from the WWF
catalogue for their Christmas cards
and the right to print the WWF’s logo
next to their own on the front of the
card. Companies assumed all costs
associated with production of the cards
and gave New Year’s charity donations
of 500 dollars or more to the «SOS»
programme.

The Panda Times
WWF, together with the publishing
house Independent Media, has pub-
lished the Panda Times newspaper
since 2002. This is the first colour publi-
cation in Russia dedicated to nature and

business. Readers learn from it how
business can help nature and how
assistance of this kind can be profitable.
In 2002 three issues of the paper devot-
ed to different issues – climate change,
forest conservation and global sustain-
able development – were published. In
addition, each issue of the paper famil-
iarized readers with different projects
and campaigns conducted by WWF,
members of the Corporate Club or the
Earth Keepers. The Panda Times
comes out quarterly with a circulation of
40,000 copies and is distributed as an
insert in the newspaper Vedomosti in
Moscow and St. Petersburg.

WWF expresses its deep gratitude to Derk Sauer, Valeria Kortchagina, Lada Bakal, Alexey Sosnin, Gleb Prozorov, Ta
Sazhina, Mila Kamotchkina, and all other wonderful employees of Independent Media Publishing House for their great su
of this project. WWF believes in continuation and successful development of it.

Spring 2002. Topic of the Issue – Global Climate Change

Delivery of the SOS programme

Summer 2002. Topic of the Issue – Sustainable Development Autumn 2002. Topic of the Issue – Forest Conservatio

Charity-supporting Christmas card. Picture by Victor Bakhtin Charity-supporting Christmas card. Photo by Vladimir Sertun



Moscow
Television
Companies and
Channels:

• Channel One Russia

• DTV 

• Euronews

• M1

• Ren TV

• RTR 

• Television
Development Fund

• VID

• Video International

Radio Stations:

• Eko Moskvy

• Nashe Radio

• Radio Rossii

Light Emitting
Diode Displays and
Screens:

• MAGITEL

• REKMARK 

• TriStars

Publishing Houses:

• Independent Media
Publishing House

• Maksimov
Publications
Publishing House

• Cyril and Methodius
Publishing House

• Droug Publishing
House

Internet Resources:

• Gromko.Ru 

• Mail.Ru

• Molotok.Ru

• Rambler Internet
Holding

Newspapers:

• Russian Mirror

• Inostranets

• Konservator

• Mir Aeroflota

• Moskovskiy
Komsomolets

• Prorok

• Sputnik-Novosti

• Finansovaya Rossia

Magazines:

• AUS

• Cosmopolitan

• Domashniy Otchag

• Drugoy

• Ezhenedelniy 

• FHM

• Formula zdorovya

• GEO

• Harper’s Bazaar

• Hit-Parad

• Kachestvo zhizni.
Profilaktika

• Konservator

• Landshaftniy design

• Lomonosov

• Marketing PRO

• Men’s Health

• Mini

• Mountain Biker 

• Nash Malysh

• Okhota

• éå

• Play

• Podvodniy Klub

• PTUCH

• Reader’s Digest

• Russia in Global
Politic

• Serial

• Seventeen

• Severniye prostory

• Smysl

• Tsvetnoy televizor

• Vertikalniy Mir

• Vodka

• Yes!

Altai

• «Afontovo»
Television and radio
station, Krasnoyarsk

• «AIF na Yeniseye»,
Krasnoyarsk news-
paper

• «Ekho Krasnoyarska»
radio station

• «Germes» Studio,
Krasnoyarsk

• «Gorniy Altai»
Regional Television
and radio station

• Krasnoyarsk
Regional Television
and radio station

• «Krasnoyarskiy
Rabotchiy» newspaper

• «Nash Krai» newspa-
per, Krasnoyarsk 

• «Priroda Kulundy.
Priroda Altaya»
newspaper

• Prirodno-resursniy
vestnik Khakasii

• Radio Kuzbassa,
Kemerovo radio
station

• «Tyva» Regional
Television and radio
station

• «Vetcherniy
Krasnoyarsk» news-
paper

Far East

• «Araliya» Ecological
Press Club,
Birobidzhan
«Vladivostok»
newspaper

• «Deita.ru»
Information Agency,
Vladivostok

• «Kedr» Ecological
Press Club,
Blagoveschensk

• «Lesniye zhurnal-
isty» Ecological
Press Club,
Khabarovsk

• «Molodoy
Dalnevostochnik»
newspaper,
Khabarovsk

• «Poslednyaya
sreda» Ecological
Press
Club,Vladivostok 

• «Vostok-Media»
Information Agency,
Vladivostok

• «Vladivostok»
Regional Television
and Radio

• «Zov Taigi» maga-
zine, Vladivostok

Pskov region

• «Novosti Pskova»
newspaper

• «Pskovskaya
Pravda» newspaper

• «Strugi» newspaper,
Pskov region

• Pskov Regional
Television and radio
station

Southern Ural

• «Vetchernyaya Ufa»
newspaper

• «Tabigat» newspa-
per, Ufa 

• «Turgoyak» newspa-
per, Chelyabinsk
region

• Bashinform
Information Agency,
Ufa

Chukotski
Autonomous
region

• «Krainy Sever»
newspaper, Anadyr

• «Vsya Chukotka»
newspaper, Anadyr

• «Purga» radio sta-
tion, Anadyr

Republic of Sakha
(Yakutia)

• «Yakutia» newspa-
per, Yakutsk

Central Asia
Kazakhstan

• «Ecologitcheski
kuryer» newspa

• Kostanai Region
Television and r
station

• «Ontustyk
Kazakhstan» ne
paper

Kyrgizstan

• «Kabarlar»
Television and 
station

Turkmenistan

• «Neytralniy
Turkmenistan» 
paper

Uzbekistan

• «Bukharskiy Ve
newspaper

• «Pravda Vostok
newspaper

• Samarkand Reg
radio station

• Samarkand Reg
television

Thanks!

• ADT Web Solutions

• Aerostar Hotel

• Anei Sanitary
Engineering Company

• Caf_Max Internet
Center

• CD Land Records

• Central House of
Journalists

• Direct Star Marketing
Agency

• Discovery Club

• Droug Publishing
House 

• European Business
Club

• Forever TV and Film
Production

• Four Sides Press Club

• Gallery O2 Furniture
Salon

• Gramophone Records

• Independent Media
Publishing House

• IQ Marketing Agency

• IT Excellence
Professional
Information Systems

• JP Morgan Bank

• Linklaters and Alliances
Legal Firm

• Mail.ru Internet portal

• Marriott Hotel chain in
Moscow

• M-City Information
Postal Service

• MI Entertainment

• MindShare Agency

• Minolta

• Mir Knigi Agancy

• Moscow Assembly Elite
Musical Club

• MTS Extra

• MuKha Art Club

• M-Video

• Ogilvy and Mather
Propaganda

• Open Design Studio

• PIT International
Brewery Company

• Press Development
Institute

• Rambler Internet
Holding

• RESO Garantia
Insurance Company

• Russian Media House

• The Union of
Photographic Artists of
Russia

• Timeonline Internet
caf_

• Sadko Arkada Trading
Gallery

• Unipravex Publishing
House

• Upak Group – packing
materials

• Water House 2000

WWF owes much to the media, which helps to protect Russia’s wildlife by raising
public awareness of WWF’s work.
Many newspapers, magazines, advertising agencies, radio stations and television
channels support WWF and not only inform the public about the WWF’s programme
but also give WWF free advertising space. WWF’s advertisements are run for free
by companies, which share WWF’s concern for nature. WWF with great apprecia-
tion publishes the list of those who have given informational support in 2002.

Arylov Yuri
Bakhtin Victor
Baranov Petr
Belko Nikolay
Blinnikov Victor
Chumakov Sergey
Degtyarev Piotr
Delvin Nikolay
Dubeykowskiy
Leonid
Erenkov Alexey
Filonov Vladimir
Gorinov Evgeniy
Goroshko Oleg
Kalmykov Igor
Kashintseva
Tatiana

Kiriluk Vadim
Kischenko Sergey
Klimov Vassiliy
Kochnev Anatoly
Krasnov Yuri
Kruglov Leonid
Kudryashov
Vladimir
Kuzhavskiy Sergey
Lannay Frederic
Lemeshev
Konstantin
Lnogradskiy Yuri
Lukarevskiy Victor
Neyfeld Nikolay
Numerov Alexander
Ozolinsh Andris

Ratnikov Ale
Sertun Vladi
Shalikov Ge
Shpilenok Ig
Shpilenok N
Sobolev Ser
Solkin Vassi
Sorokin Pav
Tarabarov O
Trepet Serge
Tumanov
Alexander
Vikhrev Nikit
Vysotskiy M
Williams Lau
Yakovlev Yu
Zhivotchenk

WWF thanks the photographers
and artists who offered their wo
free of charge for the WWF’s pu
cations:

Conducting a multitude of environmental protection
activities and campaigns in 2002 would not have been
possible without the friendly help of companies of all
different profiles: stores and clubs, design studios,
sound recording companies, information agencies,
Internet portals and other. These companies are con-
nected by a love of nature and disinterested desire to
do good deeds.  WWF Russia expresses its sincere
thanks to these companies.

Informational Support
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Income in 1,000 USD

WWF Russia Income and Expenditure for 2002

Expenditures in 1,000 USD
Forest Programme 616
Creation and management of special protected areas 696
Climate Change Programme 300
Conservation of rare and endangered species 827
Marine Programme 204
Creation of economic and financial means 
of sustainable nature management (including ecotourism) 81
Environmental education 871
Legislation (including conventions) 117
Administration costs 464

TOTAL EXPENDITURES 4176

WWF International 37
National Organizations
WWF-Netherlands 2183
WWF-Germany 568
WWF-UK 36
WWF-Sweden 130
WWF-Finland 30
WWF-Switzerland 23
WWF-US 166
WWF offices in other countries 32
Subtotal: from WWF sources

3205

Governmental and Aid Agencies
USAID 112
UN 87
World Bank 82
ERWDA 49
DEZA 172
Other organizations 149
Subtotal: from GAA sources 651

Wetlands International/TRAFFIC
Europe in Russia 137
Direct donations in Russia 183

TOTAL INCOME 4176



WWF Russia

19, bld. 3 Nikoloyamskaya St.,
Moscow 109240 
Russia
Tel:   +7 095 727 09 39
Fax: +7 095 727 09 38 
russia@wwf.ru  

WWF is one of the world's largest and most experienced independent conservation organizations, with almost 5 million supporters and a global net-
work active in more than 90 countries. 

WWF’s mission is to stop the degradation of the planet’s natural environment and to build a future in which humans live in harmony with nature, by:
● the world’s biological diversity
● ensuring that the use of renewable natural resources is sustainable
● promoting the reduction of pollution and wasteful consumption.

Let’s leave our children a living planet!


